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Person-like assistant AI



Hyper-realistic humanoid robots

• Hiroshi Ishiguro lab

• Example: geminoid DK

https://robots.ieee.org/robots/geminoiddk/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TtCkx13upwA


Digital humans

WWW. S O U L M A C H I N E S . C O M



AI with a human face (and body)

• HCI more natural
Natural language, voice and body

Permanent adaptation to non-verbal signals

Real-time communication

Emotional intelligence, reactions to client’s emotions

Intention recognition, cooperation

Contextual reactions

Shared attention

Deixis (spatial reference, pointing)

Learning, memory, personalised history



Application areas for digital 
humans
• Democratization and humanization of services
• Accessibility of services (e.g. digital health care or 

education)
• Mental health apps
• Personalized services widely available (e.g. coach, 

banker)
• Digital employees in inattractive or dangerous 

occupations
• Entertainment
• Digital celebrities and immortality
• Digital identities (example: Miquela Lil video)

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/28588005
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oHChar5L1jM


Popular culture

• Movie Her

• Movie Auggie

• A Date in 2025

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Her_(film)
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt7596220/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NZ8G3e3Cgl4


Love and sex with robots

• In 2017, Chinese engineer and AI expert Zhang 
Jiajia married a humanoid robot he created

• In 2018, Akihiko Kondo (Japan) marries a 
holographic virtual reality singer Hatsune Miku

https://www.springer.com/gp/book/9783319763682
https://www.scmp.com/news/china/society/article/2084389/chinese-engineer-marries-robot-after-failing-find-human-wife
https://www.scmp.com/yp/discover/lifestyle/features/article/3069257/japanese-man-marries-hologram-virtual-idol-hatsune


Ethical issues

• Relationships with virtual beings
• Inherently asymmetric (assistants accommodate to 

humans)

• Importance of relationship conflicts and hardship for 
personal growth

• Virtual relations should not replace but complement 
human relationships 



Artificial emotions

• Displaying emotional expressions

• Implementing “Genuine”/behaviour modulating 
emotions



Displaying emotions in Human-
Computer interaction (HCI)
• from Kismet (C. Breazeal, 1997) and Leonardo

• … to Furby and Digital peopleTM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8KRZX5KL4fA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ilmDN2e_Flc
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwiquv2ozLfuAhXxpIsKHd2JBMgQFjAAegQIAxAC&url=https%3A%2F%2Ffurby.hasbro.com%2Fen-us&usg=AOvVaw28CcVLVuuemaMyFZCa0kxd
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AzPs7GfOkew


Affective loop

• the interactive process in which the user [of the 
system] first expresses her emotions through some 
physical interaction involving her body, for example, 
through gestures or manipulations; and the system 
then responds by generating affective expression, 
using for example, colours, animations, and haptics 
which in turn affects the user (mind and body) 
making the user respond and step by step feel 
more and more involved with the system. (Calvo et 
al., 2015)



Affective loop

• Purpose:
• Give the illusion of life

• Augment engagement

• Augment social presence in the long term

(Calvo et al., 2015)



Artificial emotions

• Displaying emotional expressions

• Implementing “real”/ behaviour modulating 
emotions



“Real” emotions?

• Functionalist approach
• Definition of pain (Putnam, 1967): Pain is a functional 

state of a system. It has a high disvalue and the system 
is motivated to change/avoid this state by acting.

• Emotions as behaviour modulators 



Antonio Damasio



Protoself

• Homeostasis regulation

• Interoception

• Associations bw interoception, exteroception and 
motor action 

• Regulation – positive and negative affective value 
of stimuli and states

• Protoemotions – pain and pleasure.



But can an artificial system feel
anything?
• Subjective experience, qualia

• Sentience – capacity to feel (vs. Consciousness –
awareness of self)



Ethical issues

• Is it ethical to harm a robot?

• Even if it doesn’t feel anything?

• Does it matter if it looks human-like?

• Is it ethical to torture a virtual child, or rape a sex 
robot?

• What about killing in computer games?



Moral patiency

• Moral patient: the other to which or to whom one 
would have appropriate moral duties and 
responsibilities

• Doesn’t have to be human 
• animal rights – decision criterion: “Can they suffer?”

• Nature/environment?



Is it ethical to harm a robot? 

• Moral principles
• Inherent 

• Virtue ethics (Sparrow, 2017)

• ‘ethical behaviourism’ (Danaher, 2020) – robots can have 
significant moral status if they are roughly performatively
equivalent to other entities that have significant moral status.

• Because of impact
• On humans  

• On the robot
• Issues of machine sentience, remember Putnam’s definition of 

pain



Should we build moral patients?

• “Robots should be slaves” (Joanna Bryson, 
2009, 2018):
• We can build robots that would be (at least) 

moral patients, but we shouldn’t. 

• We have moral responsibility for the design 
choices of devices we create. Why should we 
create devices that can suffer or compete 
with us for resources?

• Robots and AI systems are (and should be) 
tools that extend us, not moral subjects.



Principles of robotics (EPSRC UK, 
2010)
(Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council)
• Robots should not be designed as weapons, except for 

national security reasons.
• Humans, not robots, are responsible agents. Robots 

should be designed and operated to comply with 
existing law, including privacy.

• Robots are products: as with other products, they 
should be designed to be safe and secure.

• Robots are manufactured artefacts: the illusion of 
emotions and intent should not be used to exploit 
vulnerable users.

• It should be possible to find out who is responsible for 
any robot.

https://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/ukgwa/20210701125353/https:/epsrc.ukri.org/research/ourportfolio/themes/engineering/activities/principlesofrobotics/


Moral agency

• Moral agents are beings whose behavior is subject 
to moral requirements.

• X is a moral agent if and only if X is 
1. an agent
2. having the capacities for making free choices, 
3. deliberating about what one ought to do, and 
4. understanding and applying moral rules correctly in 

paradigm cases.
• Ad Moral reasoning: remember the lecture on Values

(Gunkel, 2012)

• Can AI systems be moral agents?



Types of AI

• “narrow AI”: programs carrying out specific tasks
like playing chess, diagnosing diseases, driving cars 
and so forth (most contemporary AI work falls into 
this category.) 

• AGI: systems that possess a reasonable degree of 
self-understanding and autonomous self-control, 
and have the ability to solve a variety of complex 
problems in a variety of contexts, and to learn to 
solve new problems that they didn’t know about at 
the time of their creation.



Artificial general intelligence

• AGI has ability to:
• Autonomously and interactively acquire new knowledge and 

skills in real time, make decisions with limited information 
and in uncertainty.

• Use language, judge contextually, logically and abstractly, 
explain its conclusions.

• Remember recent events and interactions, understand the 
meaning of actions (even observed – theory of mind).

• Dynamically manage multiple potential conflicting 
objectives, be able to select relevant stimuli and focus on 
relevant tasks.

• Recognize and respond adequately to human emotions (EQ) 
and understand one's own cognitive states (introspection).



Approaches to achieve AGI

• symbolic

• probability- or uncertainty-focused

• neural net-based

• evolutionary

• artificial life 

• program search based

• integrative



Symbolic approach

• Good old-fashioned AI (GOFAI) (1950-80
• Rule based systems, predicate logic

INROOM(ROBOT,R1)

CONNECTS(D1,R1,R2)

CONNECTS(D2,R2,R3)

BOX(BOX1)

INROOM(BOX1,R2)

(x  y  z)[CONNECTS(x, y, z)  CONNECTS(x, z, y)]

Operator:

GOTHRU(d, r1, r2)

Preconditions:

INROOM(ROBOT, r1)  CONNECTS(d, r1, r2)

Delete List:

INROOM(ROBOT, $)

Add List:

INROOM(ROBOT, r2) Robot SHAKEY (SRI, 1966-72)



Symbolic approach

• General problem solver (Simon, Shaw, Newell, 
1959)

• CYC (Lenat, since 1984)

• SOAR cognitive architecture (Laird et al, since 1983)



Neural networks

• Connectionism – since 1990s
• Importance of learning (from experience/examples)

• Ability to generalize

• Robustness against noise and damage



Deep neural networks (DNN)

• Transformers (Vaswani et al., 2017)



DNN applications

• GPT-3
• CLIP
• DALL-E

• Impressive as they are, they are still narrow AI

https://www.reddit.com/r/OpenAI/comments/id9jfk/list_of_free_sitesprograms_that_are_powered_by/
https://openai.com/blog/clip/
https://openai.com/blog/dall-e/


End-to-end trained general-
purpose systems
• DeepMind’s MuZero (Dec 2020)

https://deepmind.com/blog/article/muzero-mastering-go-chess-shogi-and-atari-without-rules


Hybrid cognitive architectures

• ACT-R (Anderson, since 1973)

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwjoluT4yLfuAhVBw4sKHZ8hAbYQFjAAegQIBxAC&url=http%3A%2F%2Fact-r.psy.cmu.edu%2F&usg=AOvVaw3P4dbYREQuCa0D0shR9mX3


Other approaches

• Social AGI  
• based on Multi-agent systems (MAS)

• Creatures (Steve Grand, 1992) are social agents with 
elaborate internal architecture based on a complex neural 
network which is divided into several lobes: for handling 
verbal input, managing the internal state (which was 
implemented as a simplified biochemistry, and kept track of 
feelings such as pain, hunger and others), adaptation, goal-
oriented decision making and learning of new concepts. 

• The original design had explicit AGI goals, with attention paid 
to allow for symbol grounding, generalization, and limited 
language processing.

• Swarm intelligence

https://creatures.fandom.com/wiki/Steve_Grand


What else is needed for AGI?

• Intrinsic motivation / Autonomous goals (Oudeyer, 
Kaplan, Hafner, 2007)



What else is needed for AGI?

• Consciousness?
• How can we detect consciousness?

• Is it necessary for moral agency?



Personhood

• Legal status
• Person is anyone regarded as capable of 

holding rights, duties, and responsibilities of 
their own.

• Does not need to be a human being. The 
definition already includes legal bodies 
(juristic persons), such as corporations, 
parties, associations, states.

• The cases of marriage already treat artificial 
systems as persons (capable of marriage).

• Also, in 2017, Saudi Arabia granted 
citizenship to a humanoid robot Sophia.

https://theconversation.com/an-ai-professor-explains-three-concerns-about-granting-citizenship-to-robot-sophia-86479


Personhood for AI systems –
scenarios
1. considered wholly owned property. This would give them 

the status of slaves, without personhood status though 
retaining abilities far beyond animals and inanimate 
objects.

2. granted secondary but significant status as welcome semi-
individuals, like children, pets, or family servants.

3. recognized full autonomy even under conditions of radical 
otherness and given full personhood and hence recognition 
under rights regimes and other legal protections. But their 
existence would present a challenge to the extension of 
these regimes (because the resemblance condition that in 
the past worked for women, people of colour, LGBTI+ 
doesn’t hold – but can hold with person-like AI).

4. cyborg relations and posthuman hybrids



Some problems with AI persons

• AI does not necessarily have a single physical 
location (problems with jurisdiction, citizenship)

• What if AI is duplicated, split, merged or 
terminated? (problems with property ownership, 
legal responsibility/liability, voting rights)
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